» It is quite possible our great corporations will succeed in
finishing Nature off and plant genetically modified corn over
its burnt out remains. It is quite possible they will intimidate and expel the Indigenous from their lands. On the other
hand, resistance is growing. Many young Maya now read
their calendar quite differently. They say the world will not
go under. It will start anew, but we all have to fight for it, here
and now. If one is searching for impressive evidence of this
tenacious determination, Heart of Sky, Heart of Earth is it. «
DIE ZEIT
» The filmmakers, Eric Black and Frauke Sandig, attempt to
capture a worldview. In their documentary „Heart of Sky,
Heart of Earth“, Chepita and other young present-day Maya
speak in their own words without commentary. The filmmakers were in Guatemala and Mexico for more than a year,
time to build the deep trust and intimacy required to participate in everyday life and sacred rituals. They leave the Maya’s
statements stand on their own and their questions open.
Powerful images of nature are overlaid with the words from
the creation myth, handed down through generations in the
„Popol Vuh“, the holy book of the Maya. Giant tortoises come
out of the sea to bury their eggs in the sand....The directors
use our doomsday fantasy to give the contemporary Maya a
voice. They in turn explain how they see the world and the
real problems that threaten our devastation. Their analysis
seems not unreasonable. What prevails today, they say, is
another crisis much like the one that brought the collapse of
their ancient Mayan civilization. «		
DIE TAZ
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More than 14 weeks in german movie theaters
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A Film by FRAUKE SANDIG and ERIC BLACK
A Film by FRAUKE SANDIG and ERIC BLACK

» This different relationship to nature is better described with
pictures than with words. Heart of Sky, Heart of Earth does
exactly this, with clouds that glow from within, rivers with
power one can sense, or mountains, which exude an inner
peace. The camerawork creates settings that inspire fascination in a hitherto unknown world. «
KINO-ZEIT
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What lies behind the myth of the Mayan calendar? After 5125
years, the „Long Count“ is ending.
HEART OF SKY, HEART OF EARTH presents another worldview, following six young Maya in Guatemala and Chiapas
into their daily and ceremonial life, revealing their determination to resist the destruction of their culture and environment. They put forth a wholly indigenous perspective
in their own words, without narration. Each touches upon a
facet of the current global crisis. The Maya believe they are
the guardians of the Earth. Their cosmovision, in which all life
is sacred and interconnected, presents a deeply compelling
alternative to the prevailing worldview.
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HEART OF EARTH

Chan K’in, is studying with his uncle, the famous Don Antonio,
to possibly be the last shaman of the Lacandon Maya, living
amongst ruins of an ancient city and what was formerly the
largest and most biodiverse rainforest in North America, now an
island of green in a sea of cattle
ranches further threatened by deforestation and oil exploitation.
The Mayan astro-archaeologist
Alonso, working among the
majestic ruins of Palenque, is
obsessed the way his ancestors
were obsessed: with time and
space. He draws the parallel between the end of the Mayan
empire, the end of the “long count” and our impending ecological collapse.
Flori grew up in a state of constant
fear after having had to flee the genocide as a little girl in Guatemala
where a quarter of a million Maya
were assassinated. Now she is returning to her native village where half of her own family was
murdered, to organize her people against the Canadian gold
mine poisoning their children, environment and resurrecting
the terror..

Trailer, movie times and additional information

www.heart-of-sky.com

Felipe became a Guatemalan spiritual guide dedicated to the ceremonies of his Mayan ancestors first
to save himself from drug addiction
and then to heal his people, to help
the survivors of the genocide overcome their trauma and
close the „Circle of Pain“.

Chepita, in the highlands of Chiapas, is on a crusade to save the
most sacred element of the Maya
pantheon, the native corn, from
infection from Monsanto’s genetically manipulated hybrids. The massive “dumping” of heavily
subsidized, imported North American corn has unleashed a
diaspora. The Maya cannot sell their corn, and even within
Chepita’s family, members have become part of a river of
nine million forced to migrate North.
Jerónimo, a farmer in a self-administered Mayan community,
was a former commander of the
Zapatistas, a movement of poorly
armed, masked Mayan peasants,
who declared war on the Mexican state the day the Free
Trade (NAFTA) was imposed. “Before we Indigenous were
faceless in the eyes of the powerful. Only when we cover our
faces can they see us.”
HEART OF SKY, HEART OF EARTH combines the intimate accounts and the political presence of the Maya using exquisite
imagery, music and dreamlike sequences. The film bridges
the gap between the Popol Vuh, the ancient Mayan creation
myth and the crises of today, from the haunting ruins of an
ancient civilization to the ceremonies of today‘s Maya, from
their spirituality to their spirit of resistance.

They understand the end of their calendar, not as an inevitable prophecy, but as the closing of a circle, as a way to a
new beginning. A moving, haunting film full of respect for
the Indigenous, who open up the possibility to us of another
worldview. Their call is not just for control over their own
lives. It is a last call to save the Earth.

